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Learning an efficient hippocampal place map from entorhinal inputs
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Abstract

16

Cells in the entorhinal cortex (EC) contain rich spatial information and projects strongly to the hippocampus

17

where a cognitive map is supposedly created. These cells range from cells with structured spatial selectivity,

18

such as grid cells in the medial entorhinal cortex (MEC) that are selective to an array of spatial locations

19

that form a hexagonal grid, to weakly spatial cells, such as non-grid cells in the MEC and lateral entorhinal

20

cortex (LEC) that contain spatial information but have no structured spatial selectivity. However, in a small

21

environment, place cells in the hippocampus are generally selective to a single location of the environment,

22

while granule cells in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus have multiple discrete firing locations but lack

23

spatial periodicity. Given the anatomical connection from the EC to the hippocampus, how the hippocampus

24

retrieves information from upstream EC remains unclear. Here, we propose a unified learning model that

25

can describe the spatial tuning properties of both hippocampal place cells and dentate gyrus granule cells

26

based on non-negative sparse coding from EC input. Sparse coding plays an important role in many cortical

27

areas and is proposed here to have a key role in the hippocampus. Our results show that the hexagonal

28

patterns of MEC grid cells with various orientations, grid spacings and phases are necessary for the model

29

to learn different place cells that efficiently tile the entire spatial environment. However, if there is a lack

30

of diversity in any grid parameters or a lack of hippocampal cells in the network, this will lead to the

31

emergence of hippocampal cells that have multiple firing locations. More surprisingly, the model can also

32

learn hippocampal place cells even when weakly spatial cells, instead of grid cells, are used as the input to

33

the hippocampus. This work suggests that sparse coding may be one of the underlying organising principles

34

for the navigational system of the brain.

35

Significance Statement

36

The brain can perform extremely complex spatial navigation tasks, but how it does this remains unclear.

37

Here we show that the principle of sparse coding can be used to learn the hippocampal place map in a

38

way that efficiently tiles the entire spatial environment using EC inputs, namely either grid cells or weakly

39

spatial cells. This demonstrates that the hippocampus can retrieve spatial information from the entorhinal

40

cortex using an efficient representation and that sparse coding may be one of the underlying principles of

2
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the navigational system of the brain.

42

Introduction

43

Since the Nobel-prize-winning discovery of place cells in the hippocampus (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971;

44

O’Keefe, 1976) and grid cells in the medial entorhinal cortex (MEC) (Hafting et al., 2005; Rowland et al.,

45

2016), brain regions involved in spatial awareness and navigation have attracted much attention from both

46

experimental and computational neuroscientists.

47

In the hippocampus, place cells generally have a single specific firing location in a small environment

48

(O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971; Park et al., 2011) and neighboring cells have firing fields at different lo-

49

cations, such that the local cell population in the hippocampus can represent the whole spatial environment

50

(O’Keefe, 1976). In contrast, granule cells in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampal formation have multiple

51

discrete firing locations without spatial periodicity (Jung and McNaughton, 1993; Leutgeb et al., 2007).

52

However, in the entorhinal cortex (EC), cells that carry spatial information range from cells with structured

53

selectivity to weakly spatial cells that have spatial information but no structured selectivity. For example,

54

MEC grid cells have hexagonal firing fields that cover the entire environment (Hafting et al., 2005). The

55

hexagonal grid is characterised by three grid parameters: spacing, orientation, and phase (See Figure 1A, B

56

and C). Grid cells are organised into discrete modules according to their spacings because the progression in

57

grid spacing along the dorsal-ventral axis is geometric, with ratio around 1.42 (Stensola et al., 2012). Also,

58

grid cells in each module have similar orientation but random phases (Stensola et al., 2012). Nevertheless,

59

there are also other cells such as weakly-tuned cells (Zhang et al., 2013) in the MEC and Diehl et al. (2017)

60

found that, apart from the well-characterised spatial cells in the MEC, nearly all of the remaining 2/3 MEC

61

cells have spatial selectivity. In addition, cells in the lateral entorhinal cortex (LEC) also display weak spatial

62

selectivity (Hargreaves et al., 2005; Yoganarasimha et al., 2011).

63

Followed by the Experimental studies that indicates that EC input, including both grid cells and weakly

64

spatial cells, is the principal cortical input to the hippocampus (Steward and Scoville, 1976; Tamamaki and

65

Nojyo, 1993; Leutgeb et al., 2007; Van Strien et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2013), various models have been

66

proposed to explain the emergence of place cells based on the feedforward connection from grid cells, from
3
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mathematical models that have no learning (Solstad et al., 2006; de Almeida et al., 2009) to models with

68

plasticity (Rolls et al., 2006; Franzius et al., 2007b,a; Savelli and Knierim, 2010; Neher et al., 2017).

69

Among these learning models, Rolls et al. (2006) used a competitive learning procedure. However, only ap-

70

proximately 10% of modelled hippocampal cells had a single firing location. Furthermore, the competition

71

was introduced by manually setting the population activation to a small specified value. Similarly, Franzius

72

et al. (2007a,b) applied independent component analysis (Hyvarinen, 1999) to learn place cells. However,

73

the examples of learned place cells are mostly located at the border (Figure 3C in Franzius et al. (2007a)

74

and Figure 1G in Franzius et al. (2007b)). Additionally, the weights connecting grid and place cells can be

75

positive or negative, and the place cell responses were manually shifted by a constant term to be kept non-

76

negative, which puts into question the biological realisation of the model. Furthermore, previous models do

77

not investigate how well the learned hippocampal place map represents the entire spatial environment and

78

how the weakly spatial cells in the EC can contribute to the formation of the place map.

79

Sparse coding (Olshausen and Field, 1996) provides a compelling explanation of many experimental find-

80

ings of brain network structures. One particular variant, non-negative sparse coding (Hoyer, 2003), has

81

recently been shown to account for a wide range of neuronal responses in brain areas (see Beyeler et al.

82

(2019) for a review). However, whether sparse coding can learn the hippocampal place map has not previ-

83

ously been investigated.

84

Here we applied sparse coding with non-negative constraints, where neuronal responses and connection

85

weights are restricted to be non-negative, to building a learning model of hippocampal cells using EC in-

86

put. Our results show that, when grid cells are used as the entorhinal input, single-location hippocampal

87

place cells that tile the entire environment can be learned, given the sufficient diversity in grid parameters.

88

However, if there is a lack of diversity in any grid parameters, the learning of the hippocampal place cells is

89

impeded; instead, more hippocampal cells with multiple firing locations are learned. Furthermore, a lower

90

number of hippocampal cells in the network also results in learning hippocampal cells with multiple firing

91

locations. Additionally, the competition generated by sparse coding naturally provides a global inhibition

92

such that learned hippocampal place cells display single firing fields, suggesting that the proposed model can

93

be implemented by biologically based neural mechanisms and circuits. Also, the learned hippocampal place

4
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cells tile the entire spatial environment efficiently by a hexagonal lattice, which is consistent with a recent

95

study of conceptual state spaces (Mok and Love, 2019). Moreover, the model can still learn hippocampal

96

place cells even when the grid inputs are replaced by the responses of weakly spatial cells, suggesting that

97

sparse coding can retrieve information from EC input efficiently to form a cognitive map as long as there

98

is sufficient spatial information in the upstream input. This also provides a plausible explanation of many

99

experimental studies that suggest the emergence and maintenance of place cells does not require grid cells

100

(Langston et al., 2010; Wills et al., 2010; Koenig et al., 2011; Brandon et al., 2014; Hales et al., 2014;

101

Schlesiger et al., 2015).

102

Materials and Methods

103

The environment

104

The 2D spatial environment used in this study is a 1m × 1m square box. A 32 × 32 grid with 1024 points is

105

used to represent the entire environment. Therefore, a 1024 × 1 vector, denoted by r, with only one non-zero

106

element of value 1 can be used to represent the spatial location of a virtual rat.

107

Model of entorhinal input

108

Since the environment is represented by a 32 × 32 grid, a 1024 × 1 vector, denoted by ei , can be used to

109

represent the spatial firing field of the modelled entorhinal cell i over the entire environment. For a given

110

position r in the environment, the response of modelled entorhinal cell i is simply eTi r. Next, we show how

111

the entorhinal input, grid cells or weakly spatial cells, are modelled to provide information for modelled

112

hippocampal cells.

113

Grid cells described by a mathematical model

114

The hexagonal firing fields of grid cells can be represented by the sum of three sinusoidal gratings (Solstad

115

et al., 2006; Kropff and Treves, 2008; de Almeida et al., 2009), as described by

E(~r) =

3
1X

2
3 3

j=1


cos





4π
1
√ ~uj · (~r − ~r0 ) +  ,
2
3λ
5

(1)
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116

where E(~r) is the grid cell response at the spatial location ~r = (x, y), λ is the grid spacing, θ is the grid

117

orientation, ~r0 = (x0 , y0 ) represents the phase offset, and ~uj = (cos(2πj/3 + θ)), sin(2πj/3 + θ)) is the

118

unit vector with direction 2πj/3 + θ. E(·), described in Equation 1, is normalised to have a maximal

119

value of 1 and minimum of 0. Because of the periodicity of the hexagonal pattern, the grid orientation, θ,

120

lies in the interval of [0, π/3), and the phases in both x and y axes are smaller than the grid spacing, i.e.,

121

0 ≤ x0 , y0 < λ.

122

Since grid cells have different spacings, orientations and phases, Equation 1 is used to generate diverse grid

123

cells. The value of the grid spacing, λ, ranges in value from 28 cm (Hafting et al., 2005; Solstad et al., 2006)

124

and increases by a geometric ratio 1.42 that is consistent with experimental results (Stensola et al., 2012)

125

and the optimal grid scale derived by a mathematical study (Wei et al., 2015). For example, if there are Nλ

126

different grid spacings, the spacings will be 28 cm, 28 × 1.42 = 39.76 cm, · · · , and 28 × 1.42Nλ −1 cm. For

127

each grid spacing, different values of grid orientation, θ, are uniformly taken from the interval [0, 60◦ ). For

128

example, if there are 3 different grid orientations, the values will be 0, 20◦ and 40◦ . The number of different

129

orientations for each grid spacing is denoted as Nθ . Furthermore, it is assumed here that there are Nx and

130

Ny phases along x-axis and y-axis for each specific grid spacing and orientation. Similar to grid orientation,

131

the value of the phase is taken uniformly from [0, λ). For example, if there are 2 different phases along the

132

x-axis, they will have the values x0 = 0 and λ/2. The resulting total number of modelled entorhinal cells

133

(grid cells), denoted as Ne , will be the product of numbers of spacings, orientations and phases:

Ne = Nλ Nθ Nx Ny .

(2)

134

Some examples of grid cells described by Equation 1 are shown in Figure 1D. These grid cells have diverse

135

grid spacings, orientations and phases.

136

The number of different grid parameters (Nλ , Nθ , Nx and Ny ) of grid cells defined above are assigned to

137

different values to investigate the effect of the diversity of grid cells on the formation of place cells.

138

Though the firing fields of grid cells can be represented by the sum of three sinusoidal gratings (Equation 1)

139

given grid spacings, orientations, and phases and are used in many studies (Solstad et al., 2006; Kropff and

140

Treves, 2008; de Almeida et al., 2009), this mathematical model cannot capture the variability in individual
6
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Figure 1: Grid parameters and example grid cells defined by Equation 1. (A-C) The schematic plots
that illustrate grid spacing, orientation and phase (re-generated from Moser et al. (2014)). (D) Grid cells
generated by Equation 1 that have different grid spacings, orientations and phases. Each block represents
the hexagonal firing field of a grid cell in a 1m × 1m environment. Values in each block are normalised to
[0 1] in this plot.
141

grid fields of the grid cells as reported by Ismakov et al. (2017). Therefore, in this paper, we also adopt

142

a more realistic model of grid cells that characterises grid fields individually and embraces the variability

143

between individual grid fields. This model of grid cells is used to investigate the robustness of our results

144

obtained by using the mathematical model of grid cells (Equation 1).

145

Grid cells described by a more realistic model

146

MEC Grid cells have different spacings, orientations and phases, and are separated into discrete modules

147

where grid cells are anatomically adjacent and have similar grid spacings, which is supported by experimen-

148

tal evidence (Hafting et al., 2005; Stensola et al., 2012). Moreover, grid cells in the same spacing module

149

tend to have similar orientations and random phases (Stensola et al., 2012). Because of these properties of

150

grid cells, we model grid cells using a similar approach in a previous study (Neher et al., 2017) as described

151

below.

152

Values of the grid spacing in each module are randomly sampled from normal distributions: there are four

7
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discrete modules for grid spacings (λ) with mean of 38.8 cm, 48.4 cm, 65 cm and 98.4 cm, and a same

154

standard deviation of 8 cm. For grid orientation (θ), since grid cells in the same spacing module tend to have

155

similar orientations, grid cells in the four discrete modules also have mean orientations 15◦ , 30◦ , 45◦ and

156

0◦ , and a common standard deviation of 3◦ . Because grid phases, (x0 , y0 ), are random in each module, grid

157

phase is randomly sampled from a uniform distribution between 0 and λ. Stensola et al. (2012) showed that

158

87% of grid cells belong to the two modules with small spacings based on their recordings. Therefore, we

159

have 43.5%, 43.5%, 6.5% and 6.5% of grid cells in the modules with mean spacings 38.8 cm, 48.4 cm, 65

160

cm and 98.4 cm, respectively (unless otherwise noted).

161

The firing field of each grid cell is modeled as the sum of multiple grid fields whose centers are located

162

at the vertices of the hexagonal grid. The grid field at vertex (xv , yv ) is described by a function with the

163

following form (Neher et al., 2017)
Qv (x, y) = γv e− ln(5)

(x−xv )2 +(y−yv )2
σ2

,

(3)

164

where γv is the amplitude, σ determines the radius of the grid field, and the response will be γv /5 at a

165

distance σ away from the center. σ is determined by the grid spacing, λ, with σ = 0.32λ (Neher et al.,

166

2017). To incorporate the variability of individual grid fields, the amplitude of the grid field at every vertex

167

of the hexagonal pattern, γv , is chosen from a normal distribution with mean 1 and standard deviation 0.1

168

(Neher et al., 2017). The locations of all vertices of the hexagonal grid are determined by grid spacing, λ,

169

grid orientation, θ, and grid phase, (x0 , y0 ).

170

After the mathematical model of grid cells are used as the input, the more realistic model of grid cells are

171

then used to verify the results and investigate the robustness of the model.

172

Weakly spatial cells

173

Apart from grid cells in the MEC, other cells such as weakly-tuned cells (Zhang et al., 2013) and non-grid

174

cells (Diehl et al., 2017) in the MEC, and LEC cells that contains spatial information (Hargreaves et al.,

175

2005; Yoganarasimha et al., 2011), can also contribute to the formation of hippocampal place cells. In this

176

paper, we model these cells as weakly spatial cells. The firing field of weakly spatial cells is generated

8
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177

in the simulation by first assigning a random activation, sampled from a uniform distribution between 0

178

and 1, to each location, then smoothing the map with a Gaussian kernel with standard deviation 6 cm, and

179

normalising the map such that the values are between 0 and 1 (Neher et al., 2017).

180

Weakly spatial cells are used as another type of entorhinal input to investigate how they contribute to the

181

formation of the hippocampal place map.

182

Sparse coding with non-negative constraints

183

Sparse coding was originally proposed by Olshausen and Field (1996) to demonstrate that simple cells in

184

the primary visual cortex represent their sensory input using an efficient neuronal representation, namely

185

that their firing rates in response to natural images tend to be sparse (rarely attain large values) and statis-

186

tically independent. In addition, sparse coding finds a reconstruction of the sensory input through a linear

187

representation of features with minimal error, which can be understood as minimising the following cost

188

function
X
1
Q(si ),
G(A, s) = kI − Ask22 + β
2

(4)

i

189

where the matrix I is the input, columns of A are basis vectors (universal features) from which any input can

190

be constructed from a weighted sum, the vector s represents the neural responses and each element, si , is

191

the coefficient for the corresponding basis vector, the function Q(·) is a function that penalises high activity

192

of model units, and β is a sparsity constant that scales the penalty function (Olshausen and Field, 1996,

193

1997). Implemented in a neural network, A represents the connection between layers and s represents the

194

neuronal responses. The term As in Equation 4 represents the model reconstruction of the input, so this cost

195

function represents the sum of squared reconstruction error and response penalty. Therefore, the model finds

196

a sparse representation for the input by solving this minimization problem. By taking the partial derivatives

197

of Equation 4 in terms of the elements of A and s, and then applying gradient descent, the dynamic equation

198

and learning rule are given by

199

ṡ = AT (I − As) − βQ0 (s),

(5)

∆A ∝ h(I − As)sT i,

(6)

and

9
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200

respectively. Q0 (·) is the derivative of Q(·), the dot notation represents differentiation with regard to time,

201

and h·i is the average operation.

202

One common choice of Q(·) is the l1 norm, i.e. the absolute value function. In this case, Rozell et al. (2008)

203

shows that the dynamics in Equation 5 can be implemented via thresholding and local competition in neural

204

circuits, as described by
τ u̇ = −u + AT I − (AT A − 1)s



max(u − β, 0), if u > 0
s=
,


min(u + β, 0), if u < 0

(7)

205

where 1 is the identity matrix, τ is the time constant, u can be interpreted as the membrane potential, and β

206

is the positive sparsity constant in Equations 4 and 5 and becomes the threshold of the thresholding function

207

in Equation 7. In this paper, we will use Equation 7 (Rozell et al., 2008) to implement sparse coding and

208

use the learning rule in Equation 6 to update the entorhinal-hippocampal connection A.

209

Non-negative sparse coding is simply sparse coding with non-negative constraints, i.e., the connection

210

weights A and model responses s are restricted to non-negative values in the cost function Equation 4. Note

211

that, when β in Equation 4 is set to zero, the cost function of non-negative sparse coding reduces to the cost

212

function of non-negative matrix factorization (Lee and Seung, 1999).

213

Structure of the model

214

In this study, a two-layer network is proposed to model the activities of entorhinal cells (first layer) and

215

hippocampal cells (second layer), respectively. Given a spatial location in the environment, modelled en-

216

torhinal cells respond according to their firing fields. Modelled entorhinal cell responses then feed into

217

modelled hippocampal cells and the entorhinal-hippocampal network implements a sparse coding model

218

with non-negative constraints. The model structure is shown in Figure 2.

219

Denote E as a 1024 × Ne matrix that represents the firing fields for Ne modelled entorhinal cells in the

220

network; i.e. each column of E, ei (i = 1, 2, ..., Ne ), is a 1024 × 1 vector that represents the firing field of

221

modelled entorhinal cell i. For a spatial location r in the environment, modelled entorhinal cell responses

222

(firing rates), se , are given by se = ET r. Modelled hippocampal cell responses (firing rates), sh , are
10
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Figure 2: Graphical representation of the model. Red arrows represent non-negative connections. Notation is defined in the main text. E represents the firing fields of modelled entorhinal cells and A represents
the connection between the entorhinal cortex and hippocampus.
223

computed by a sparse coding model for the entorhinal-hippocampal network with non-negative connection

224

A. Assume there are Nh modelled hippocampal cells in the network. Then A is a Ne × Nh matrix and sh is

225

a Nh ×1 vector. Denote uh as a Nh ×1 vector that represents membrane potentials of modelled hippocampal

226

cells. Based on Equation 7, the dynamics of the model is given by
s e = ET r
τ u˙h = −uh + AT se − Wsh

(8)

sh = max(uh − β, 0),
227

where τ is the time constant for modelled hippocampal cells, β is the threshold of the rectifying function of

228

firing rates, and W can be interpreted as the matrix of recurrent connections between modelled hippocampal

229

cells determined by W = AT A − 1, where 1 is a Nh × Nh identity matrix. The dynamics of modelled

230

hippocampal cells described in Equation 8 is derived from the local competitive algorithm (LCA) proposed

231

by Rozell et al. (2008) that solves sparse coding efficiently. However, modelled hippocampal cell responses,

232

sh , and connection matrix, A, are taken to be non-negative in this study.

233

The code to run the model is available at https://github.com/lianyunke/Learning-

234

Hippocampal-Cells-from-EC-Cells-Using-Nonnegative-Sparse-Coding.

11
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235

Learning rule

236

The learning rule for updating the connection strength matrix A is similar to that in previous studies of

237

sparse coding (Olshausen and Field, 1997; Zhu and Rozell, 2013), as given by
∆A = η(se − Ash )sh T ,

(9)

238

where η is the learning rate. Elements of A are kept non-negative during training, i.e., the element will be

239

set to 0 if it becomes negative after applying the learning rule described in Equation 9. Then each column

240

of A is normalised to unit length, similar to previous studies (Olshausen and Field, 1997; Rolls et al., 2006;

241

Zhu and Rozell, 2013; Lian et al., 2019).

242

The model dynamics and learning rule described in Equations 8 and 9 can be implemented in a biologically

243

realistic network (Lian et al., 2019). Here we simply use the equations described above to demonstrate that

244

the principle of non-negative sparse coding can learn hippocampal cells with both single and multiple firing

245

locations.

246

Training

247

For modelled entorhinal cells, when using grid cells described by a mathematical model (Equation 1 in

248

Materials and Methods) as the entorhinal input, the smallest grid spacing and grid ratio are taken to be 28

249

cm and 1.42, respectively. Since the environment used in this study is 1m × 1m, the maximal grid spacing

250

is taken to be smaller than 1m, which leads to 1 ≤ Nλ ≤ 4. Therefore, all possible grid spacings are 28

251

cm, 39.76 cm, 56.46 cm and 80.17 cm. For grid orientation, we have 1 ≤ Nθ ≤ 7. For grid phase, we

252

have the same number of phases in each direction and the maximal number is 5, i.e. 1 ≤ Nx = Ny ≤ 5.

253

After investigating the effect of grid diversity on modelled hippocampal cells for the learning model, more

254

realistic grid cells (defined in Materials and Methods) are then used to investigate the robustness of the

255

model. Furthermore, weakly spatial cells (defined in Materials and Methods) are also used as the entorhinal

256

input in order to investigate what weakly spatial cells in the EC contribute to place cells’ firing. For both

257

cases of realistic grid cells and weakly spatial cells, the number of modelled entorhinal cells is taken to be

258

600 (Ne = 600).
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259

There are 100 modelled hippocampal cells at the second layer in our simulations (unless otherwise noted),

260

i.e., Nh = 100. The dynamical system described by Equation 8 is implemented by the first-order Euler

261

method, where the membrane time constant is τ = 10ms, consistent with the physiological value (Dayan

262

and Abbott, 2001), the threshold is β = 0.3, and there are 200 integration time steps with a time step of

263

0.8ms which we found to provide numerically stable solutions. We use 20, 000 epochs in our training. In

264

each epoch, a random location, r, is presented to the grid cells and the model responses are computed using

265

Equation 8 and the matrix of connection strengths, A, is updated by Equation 9. The learning rate, η, is

266

chosen to be 0.03. The parameters above were chosen to ensure a stable solution in a reasonable time scale,

267

but the results were found to be robust to moderate changes of these parameters.

268

Recovering the firing fields of modelled hippocampal cells

269

Because the response of modelled hippocampal cells is computed by the dynamic equations in Equation 8,

270

AT se = (EA)T r cannot simply represent the response corresponding to the spatial location r due to the

271

recurrent connection W; i.e., EA cannot represent the firing field of modelled hippocampal cells. Therefore,

272

after training, we use the method of reverse correlation to recover the firing fields, denoted as F, of modelled

273

hippocampal cells. We present K uniformly sampled random locations, r1 , · · · , rK , to the model, compute

274

according to Equation 8 the neural responses of a modelled hippocampal cell, s1 , · · · , sK , and then compute

275

the firing field, F, of this modelled hippocampal cell by

F=

s 1 r1 + · · · + s K rK
.
s1 + · · · + sK

(10)

276

K = 105 is used in this paper.

277

Fitting firing fields to functions

278

In order to obtain the center and size of the firing field of the modelled hippocampal cell, F is fitted by a

279

function Q(x, y) of the form
Q(x, y) = γe− ln(5)

13

(x−xc )2 +(y−yc )2
σ2

,

(11)
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280

where γ is the amplitude, σ is the breadth of the firing field, and (xc , yc ) represents the center of the function.

281

The built-in MATLAB (version R2020a) function, lsqcurvefit, is used to fit these parameters. The fitting

282

error is defined as the square of the ratio between the fitting residual and firing field. After fitting, the fitting

283

error and σ are used to determine whether a modelled hippocampal cell meets the criteria of place cell.

284

Selecting place cells

285

Some firing fields of modelled hippocampal cells have multiple firing locations and noise in the background,

286

while others have a single location of firing. After fitting firing fields into the function described in Equa-

287

tion 11, a modelled hippocampal cell is categorised as a place cell if the following two criteria are satisfied

288

for the firing field: (1) the fitting error is smaller than 15% (2) the breadth, σ, is larger than 5 cm. These two

289

rules exclude any modelled hippocampal cells with no obvious firing field or with multiple-location firing

290

field. The firing field of a place cell is called place field.

291

Measuring the uniformity of place cell representation

292

For place cells that meets the criteria defined above, the field center (xc , yc ) fitted by Equation 11 indicates

293

the spatial location that the place cell responds to. We measured how well all place cells represent the entire

294

environment using two measures.

295

The first measure is distance to place field, dPF , which indicates the Euclidean distance between each spatial

296

location (px , py ) in the environment and the nearest place field, described as

dPF = min
i

q


(xi − px )2 + (yi − py )2 .

(12)

297

If the distance to a place field is large for a location, it means that there are no place fields near this location.

298

Therefore, the distribution of this measure can tell us how well place fields of all place cells tile the entire

299

spatial environment. When all spatial locations have small values of dPF , the entire environment is tiled by

300

the place cells.

301

The second measure is nearest distance, dND . We define dND of place cell j as the maximal Euclidean
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302

distance of 2 nearest centers, described as
q

2
2
,
dND (j) = max min
(xi − xj ) + (yi − yj )


2

i,i6=j

(13)

303

where (xj , yj ) is the center of the place field, min2 returns a set of 2 smallest values. The distribution of dND

304

for all centers shows the uniformity of place cells in the environment. However, this measure alone provides

305

little information about the coverage of all place cells because place cells with small nearest distance might

306

only lie in a small sub-region of the entire environment, which would give a small value of this measure but

307

would not represent a good tiling of the entire environment.

308

The distance to place field, dPF , together with nearest distance, dND , provide quantitative measures of how

309

well the place cells code for the spatial environment. Small values of both measures indicate that place cells

310

can tile the entire environment fairly evenly. For example, if 100 place cells are organised on a 10 × 10 grid

311

that evenly tile the 1m × 1m environment, the nearest distance will be 100/(10 − 1) ≈ 11.11 cm for each

312

place cell and the distance to place field for every location is smaller than 11.11/2 ≈ 5.56 cm.

313

Results

314

When diverse grid cells are used as the entorhinal input, the model can learn place cells that

315

tile the entire environment efficiently

316

The results shown in this section use grid cells described by the mathematical model as the entorhinal input.

317

Our simulation shows that the non-negative sparse coding model proposed here can learn single-location

318

place cells given diverse grid cells as the input. Grid cells with 4 different spacings (Nλ = 4), 6 different

319

orientations (Nθ = 6) and 5 different phases in both x and y axes (Nx = Ny = 5) are used here, i.e., there

320

are 600 grid cells in total used as the entorhinal input (Ne = Nλ Nθ Nx Ny = 600).

321

After learning, all 100 modelled hippocampal cells meet the criteria of a place cell (as defined in Materials

322

and Methods). The firing fields, F (defined by Equation 10), for 100 modelled hippocampal cells are shown

323

in Figure 3A. The firing fields of modelled hippocampal cells are ordered by their spatial locations. All place

324

cells have a single-location firing field. Furthermore, different cells have spatially different firing fields.
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Figure 3: Firing fields and their centers of place cells learned by the model with Nλ = 4, Nθ = 6
and Nx = Ny = 5. (A) Firing fields, F (defined by Equation 10), for 100 place cells. All 100 modelled
hippocampal cells learn a place field at different spatial locations and meet the criteria of a place cell. Each
block represents the firing field of a cell in a 1m × 1m environment. Values in each block are normalised to
[0 1]. The radii of all place cells have mean 8.92 cm and standard deviation 0.49 cm. (B) Centers of the place
cells plotted together in the environment, showing that they evenly tile the whole spatial environment with a
hexagonal pattern. (C) Box plot of distance to place field for all spatial locations in the spatial environment.
The black lines at the bottom and top indicate the minimum and maximum, and the bottom edge of the
blue box, red line inside the blue box and top edge of the blue box represent 25%, 50% (median) and 75%
percentile of the data. In this box plot there are no outliers. (D) Histogram of nearest distance for all place
cells.
325

The learned place cells tile the environment efficiently

326

The centers of all the place cells are displayed together in the 1m × 1m spatial environment represented by

327

a 32 × 32 pixel-like image, Figure 3B, which shows that the centers of the 100 place cells tile the entire

328

environment without any overlap. In addition, the box plot in Figure 3C shows that any location within the

329

space is within a distance of no more than 8.2 cm from the nearest place fields. The histogram of nearest

330

distance of all 100 place cells is displayed in Figure 3D, which shows that the distribution is centered around

331

a mean value of 10.70 cm and standard deviation 0.75 cm. Given that the learned place cells have mean

332

radius 8.92 cm with standard deviation 0.49 cm, Figure 3B, C and D illustrate that the learned place cells

333

tile the whole environment rather evenly, i.e, the model learned by non-negative sparse coding can give an

334

accurate neural representation of the spatial location in the environment.
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335

Moreover, centers of all learned place cells (Figure 3B) are positioned into a hexagonal pattern, which can

336

be explained by the principle of the model. Because our model is based on sparse coding that finds an

337

efficient representation of the input, the fact that all learned place cells altogether form a hexagonal pattern

338

is efficient because the triangular lattice of the hexagonal pattern is known to be the optimal solution to the

339

circle packing problem (Thue, 1892). The recurrent connection W, described in Equation 8 might provide

340

the inhibition needed for generating an efficient population code of the space. This result is also consistent

341

with a cluster learning method of concept learning in both spatial and conceptual domains (Mok and Love,

342

2019), suggesting that sparse coding might be an underlying principle of processing conceptual information

343

as well.

344

The competition introduced by sparse coding provides the inhibition for place cells

345

The connectivity profile between 600 grid cells and 100 place cells is plotted in Figure 4A, which shows

346

that each place cell selects a group of particular grid cells with different weights. As a result, the overall

347

feedforward connection from the spatial environment to the place cells, namely the matrix product EA,

348

has the spatial structure plotted in Figure 4B, which shows that each place cell is selective to one spatial

349

location similar to the firing fields (Figure 3A). However, EA has strong average offsets, which can be seen

350

from the grey background in Figure 4B. The model of place cells proposed by Solstad et al. (2006) has

351

an inhibition term to balance the excitation so that the place fields are responsive to a single location. As

352

for the model of place cells proposed by Franzius et al. (2007b), an offset constant is added and signs of

353

model units are adjusted in order to achieve single location place fields. Nevertheless, comparing Figure 3A

354

and Figure 4B, we can conclude that the network implemented by sparse coding naturally introduces the

355

competition to inhibit place cells such that they have firing fields similar to those found in experiments. As

356

stated earlier in Materials and Methods, the sparse coding model used in this paper can be implemented by

357

a biologically realistic network (Lian et al., 2019), suggesting that principle used here can be a potential

358

mechanism used in the navigational system of the brain. The results presented in this study are not sensitive

359

to different parameter values as long as there are diversities in spacing, orientation and phase. Even 81 grid

360

cells (Nλ = 3, Nθ = 3 and Nx = Ny = 3) are sufficient for the model to learn place cells that tile the whole

361

environment.
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Figure 4: Feedforward connections of the model. (A) Connection strengths between grid and place cells,
A. Each block represents the connections between 600 grid cells and a place cell on a 24 × 25 matrix. (B)
Feedforward connection strengths from the spatial environment to place cells, EA. Each block shows the
selective spatial structure of a place cell. For both (A) and (B), values in each block are normalised to [0, 1]
for plotting.
362

In addition, the principle of sparse coding forces the model to learn an efficient representation of the entorhi-

363

nal input. The average percentage of active modelled hippocampal cells in response to a spatial location is

364

5.59%. The sparse population activity is consistent with the experimental study that shows sparse ensemble

365

activities in the macaque hippocampus (Skaggs et al., 2007).

366

The model can learn cells with multiple firing locations

367

In this section, we still use grid cells described by the mathematical model as the entorhinal input and show

368

that the lack of diversity in any grid parameters or the lack of modelled hippocampal cells in the network

369

will prevent the model from learning place cells and cells with multiple firing locations start to emerge, i.e.,

370

the same model can learn cells similar to dentate gyrus cells that have multiple firing locations.

371

When grid cells are less diverse

372

A lack of diversity in grid spacing results in the emergence of multiple firing locations of the modelled

373

hippocampal cells, as illustrated in Figure 5A compared with Figure 3A. Similarly, compared with Figure 3B

374

and C, the lack of diversity in grid orientation or grid phase will also cause the model to learn more cells

375

with multiple firing locations (Figure 5B and C). These modelled hippocampal cells are similar to dentate
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376

gyrus cells that are found to have multiple firing locations in experimental studies (Jung and McNaughton,

377

1993; Leutgeb et al., 2007).

Figure 5: Modelled hippocampal cells with multiple firing locations start to emerge due to the lack
of diversity in any of the grid parameters. Each block represents the firing field, F (Equation 10), of
a modelled hippocampal cell in a 1m × 1m environment. Values in each block are normalised to [0 1].
(A) Lack of diverse grid spacings: 1 grid spacing, 6 orientations and 25 phases (Nλ = 1, Nθ = 6 and
Nx = Ny = 5). (B) Lack of diverse grid orientations: 4 grid spacing, 1 orientation and 25 phases (Nλ = 4,
Nθ = 1 and Nx = Ny = 5). (C) Lack of diverse grid phases: 4 grid spacing, 6 orientations and 1 phase
(Nλ = 4, Nθ = 6 and Nx = Ny = 1).
378

Recall that the principle of sparse coding finds a linear representation of the input, namely the grid cell

379

responses. Our results suggest that grid cells with less diversity in grid parameters are not sufficient to

380

well represent the whole environment, so that the system gives an ambiguous representation of the spatial

381

location. Therefore, the diverse grid cells found in the MEC are crucial to the emergence of hippocampal

382

place cells if grid cells are the only entorhinal input to the hippocampus. The lack of diversity in afferent grid

383

cells may be one possible factor explaining how cells with multiple firing locations emerge in the dentate

384

gyrus.

385

When there are fewer modelled hippocampal cells

386

Simulations also show that a smaller number of modelled hippocampal cells, Nh , can also cause the model

387

to learn cells with multiple firing locations, even though the grid cells are diverse. This is illustrated in

388

Figure 6, which shows the firing fields of modelled hippocampal cells when there are different numbers of

389

modelled hippocampal cells in the network. The values of the remaining parameters are exactly the same
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390

as ones used in Figure 5 which shows well-learned place cells, except the number of modelled hippocampal

391

cells, Nh . Figure 6 demonstrates that as the number of modelled hippocampal cells, Nh , decreases, cells

392

with more firing-locations start to emerge. The less cells, the larger the proportion of cells with multiple

393

firing locations that emerge. When Nh = 10 all modelled hippocampal cells have more than one firing

394

location. When Nh = 20 there are five cells that are categorised as place cells. When Nh is larger than 30,

395

almost all cells are found to have single-location firing fields.

Figure 6: The firing fields, F (recovered by Equation 10), as the number of cells (Nh ) increases from
10 to 60 (separated by dash lines). A smaller number of cells, Nh , leads to more cells with multiple
firing fields after learning. The yellow box highlights the only cells with multiple firing locations when
Nh >= 40. Each block represents the firing field of a cell in a 1m × 1m environment. Values in each block
are normalised to [0 1]. Results shown in this figure have the same parameters as Figure 3 except the number
of cells, Nh .
396

Consequently, though a network with diverse grid cells can represent the spatial environment well, having

397

less modelled hippocampal cells does not result in an unique representation of the spatial location with

398

single-location place cells and the animal’s location might need to be encoded using more than 1 cell. This

399

suggests more generally that hippocampal cells with multiple firing locations may be generated by having a

400

small number of modelled hippocampal cells in the population that implements sparse coding.

401

The spatial resolution of the hippocampal place map increases as more place cells are utilised

402

to represent the environment

403

As discussed above, when Nh is larger than 30, almost all modelled hippocampal cells have a single-location

404

firing field. In addition, the learned place cells tile the whole environment rather well with small values of the
20
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405

nearest distance (Equation 13). Furthermore, as Nh increases, the mean nearest distance and field breadth

406

of the place field decreases (Figure 7) with relatively small variations, indicating that the spatial resolution

407

of the neural representation by place cells improves.

Figure 7: Nh vs. mean radius and Nh vs. mean nearest distance. As Nh increases, the mean radius and
mean nearest distance decrease, indicating that a place map with higher spatial resolution is obtained. The
error bars represent the standard deviations of radii and nearest distances.

408

Model results are robust to realistic grid fields

409

When 600 more realistic grid cells sampled from four discrete grid modules (Materials and Methods) are

410

used as the entorhinal input that incorporate the observed biological variability, the model can still learn a

411

robust representation of the spatial location of the entire environment, as shown in Figure 8.

412

Figure 8A shows that when grid fields are diverse in grid spacing, orientation and phase, each modelled

413

hippocampal cell learns a single-location firing field such that centers of all place fields tile the entire spatial

414

environment rather evenly. Furthermore, these place cells are positioned into a hexagonal pattern that packs

415

the environment efficiently. The box plot of distance to place field shows fairly small values and indicates

416

the whole environment is covered well. The distribution of nearest distance has mean 10.76 cm and standard

417

deviation 0.62 cm, qualitatively consistent with results shown in Figure 3C (mean 10.70 cm and standard

418

deviation 0.75 cm). Therefore, the learned place cells evenly tile the entire environment. Additionally, 600

419

grid cells sampled only from the two smallest grid modules are sufficient for place cells to emerge (data not

420

shown).
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Figure 8: Results are robust when realistic grid fields are used. (A) Learned place cells evenly tile the
entire spatial environment (similar to Figure 3). (B) The lack of diversity in grid spacing, orientation or
phase (left, middle and right plot) leads to cells with multiple firing locations (similar to Figure 5). (C)
The model with fewer modelled hippocampal cells leads to cells with multiple firing locations (similar to
Figure 6). The yellow box highlights the only modelled hippocampal cell with multiple firing locations
when Nh = 60. (D) Spatial resolution of the neural representation increases as Nh increases (similar to
Figure 7). The error bars represent the standard deviations of radii and nearest distances.
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421

Figure 8B shows that realistic grid fields with less diversity will cause the model to learn hippocampal cells

422

with multiple firing locations. The left plot displays the firing fields of 100 modelled hippocampal cells with

423

less diversity in grid spacing. The standard deviation of spacing in four grid modules is set to 0 cm instead

424

of 8 cm while the standard deviation of orientation is still 3◦ and the phase is random. The middle plot

425

shows firing fields when there is less diversity in grid orientation, where in each grid module the standard

426

deviation of spacing is 4 cm, the standard deviation of orientation is 0◦ and phase is random. The right plot

427

is for the case of less diversity in grid phase, where in each grid module the standard deviation of spacing

428

is 8 cm, the standard deviation of orientation is 3◦ and phase is (0, 0) for all grid cells. Though the model

429

learns hippocampal cells with multiple locations when there is less diversity in grid parameters, the learned

430

place cells still tile the entire environment.

431

Figure 8C shows that having fewer modelled hippocampal cells causes the model to learn cells with multiple

432

firing locations. The six plots separated by dashed lines in Figure 8C represent the firing fields of modelled

433

hippocampal cells when the number of modelled hippocampal cells, Nh , is 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60,

434

respectively. When Nh = 10 and 20, there is no place cell. When Nh ≥ 40, most modelled hippocampal

435

cells are place cells. The yellow box indicates the only modelled hippocampal cell that is not a place cell

436

when Nh = 60.

437

Similar to Figure 7, the neural representation of the spatial environment has better resolution (smaller radius

438

and smaller nearest distance) as Nh increases, as seen from Figure 8D.

439

The model can generate large place fields using grid cells

440

As discussed in a previous study (Neher et al., 2017), most existing models of place cells cannot produce

441

large place fields, such as CA3 place cells with size around 1225 cm2 . The model proposed here can generate

442

large place fields by simply having grid cells with large grid spacings as the input to modelled hippocampal

443

cells.

444

In this part of the study, more realistic grid cells are used as the entorhinal input to the hippocampus. In

445

addition, only grid cells with grid spacings in the fourth module are used; i.e., the grid spacing is sampled

446

from the normal distribution with mean 98.4 cm and standard deviation 8 cm, grid orientation is sampled
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447

from the distribution with mean 0◦ and standard deviation 3◦ , and grid phases are randomly chosen from a

448

uniform distribution. Similarly, 600 grid cells are used. The number of modelled hippocampal cells, Nh , is

449

set to 20.

450

After learning, each modelled hippocampal cell pools a particular group of grid cells, similar to Figure 4A.

451

18 out of 20 modelled hippocampal cells satisfy the criteria of place cells defined in Materials and Methods.

452

Figure 9A shows the 18 learned place cells. Figure 9C shows that these place cells have radii from 18.71

453

cm to 21.22 cm (mean 19.68 cm and standard deviation 0.75 cm). Therefore, the size of place fields ranges

454

from 1099.76 cm2 to 1414.62 cm2 . Figure 9B, D and E show that these 18 place cells with large size cover

455

the entire environment rather evenly in a hexagonal pattern.

456

Above all, the model can learn large place cells if the afferent grid cells have large grid spacings, consistent

457

with experimental evidence that the sizes of grid cells and place cells increase along the dorsal-ventral axis

458

(Fyhn et al., 2007; Kjelstrup et al., 2008) and with topographic entorhinal-hippocampal projections along

459

the dorsal-ventral axis (Dolorfo and Amaral, 1998).

460

Weakly spatial cells in the EC are sufficient for hippocampal place cells to emerge

461

Recent experimental evidence shows that the emergence of hippocampal place cells happens earlier in de-

462

velopment than grid cells (Langston et al., 2010; Wills et al., 2010). In addition, other experimental studies

463

suggest that hippocampal place cells can still maintain their place fields even after grid cells are inactivated

464

(Koenig et al., 2011; Brandon et al., 2014; Hales et al., 2014; Schlesiger et al., 2015). Though weakly spatial

465

cells are more abundant than grid cells in the EC, how they contribute to the place fields of hippocampal

466

place cells is still unclear. Here we show that even weakly spatial cells can provide sufficient spatial informa-

467

tion for the emergence of place cells that have an accurate representation of spatial locations. This suggests

468

that place cells can emerge throughout the development of MEC grid cells, from the initial weakly-tuned

469

spatial pattern to the fully developed hexagonal grid pattern.

470

In this section, 600 weakly spatial cells are used as the entorhinal input to the hippocampus and there are 100

471

modelled hippocampal cells are used. We use a smaller learning rate (η = 0.01) and more epochs (30,000)

472

for the learning here. The firing fields of ten example weakly spatial cells are shown in Figure 10A.
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Figure 9: Large place fields emerge. (A) Firing fields, F (recovered by Equation 10), for 18 learned place
cells. 18 out of 20 modelled hippocampal cells learn a place field at different spatial locations. Each block
represents the firing field of a modelled hippocampal cell in a 1m × 1m environment. Values in each block
are normalised to [0 1]. (B) Centers of place cells plotted together in the environment. Place cells evenly tile
the whole spatial environment. (C) Histogram of radii for all place cells. (D) Box plot of distance to place
field for all spatial locations in the spatial environment. The black lines at the bottom and top indicate the
minimum and maximum, and the bottom edge of the blue box, red line inside the blue box and top edge of
the blue box represent 25%, 50% (median) and 75% percentile of the data while outliers are excluded and
represented as red dots. (E) Histogram of nearest distance for all place cells.
473

An efficient hippocampal place map emerges

474

The firing fields of weakly spatial cells are very different from the periodic pattern of grid cells. Surprisingly,

475

they can nevertheless provide sufficient spatial information such that the model based on sparse coding can

476

decode entorhinal cell responses and give an accurate representation of the spatial location. Figure 10B

477

shows the firing fields of learned place cells. Figure 10C, D and E show that the centers of place cells evenly

478

tile the entire spatial environment with an efficient hexagonal pattern.

479

Compared with Figure 3 and 8A, using weakly spatial cells instead of grid cells results in learning a hip-

480

pocampal place-map with less resolution. The mean radius of place fields using weakly spatial cells as the

481

entorhinal input (Figure 10B: mean 11.45 cm with standard deviation 2.14 cm) is larger than Figure 3 and

482

8A (8.92 cm and 8.75 cm, respectively). Furthermore, the nearest distance in Figure 10E (mean 11.50 cm
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Figure 10: Weakly spatial cells are sufficient for place cells to emerge. (A) Examples of weakly spatial
cells. Each block represents the firing field of a cell in a 1m×1 m environment. (B) Firing fields, F
(recovered by Equation 10), for 90 learned place cells. 90 out of 100 modelled hippocampal cells learn a
place field at different spatial locations. Each block represents the firing field of a modelled hippocampal
cell in a 1m×1m environment. Values in each block are normalised to [0 1]. (C) Centers of 90 place cells
plotted together in the environment. Place cells evenly tile the whole spatial environment with an efficient
hexagonal pattern. (D) Box plot of distance to place field for all spatial locations in the spatial environment.
The black lines at the bottom and top indicate the minimum and maximum, and the bottom edge of the
blue box, red line inside the blue box and top edge of the blue box represent 25%, 50% (median) and 75%
percentile of the data. In this box plot, there are no outliers. (E) Histogram of nearest distance for place
cells.
483

and standard deviation 0.94 cm) is also larger, compared with Figure 3 (mean 10.70 cm and standard devia-

484

tion 0.75 cm) and Figure 8A (mean 10.76 cm and standard deviation 0.62 cm) when grid cells are used. The

485

larger standard deviation in Figure 10E suggests that the irregular fields of weakly spatial cells lead to the

486

less even tiling of place cells. However, the learned place map still covers the entire environment well with

487

small distance to place field (Figure 10D) and efficiently with a hexagonal lattice (Figure 10C).
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488

The learned place map is robust to noise even when weakly spatial cells are used

489

Furthermore, the model is quite robust to noise and an efficient place map can still be learned, even though

490

a relatively strong noise is added to the modelled entorhinal cell responses in Equation 8:
se = ET r + γn n,

(14)

491

where n is the Gaussian noise with mean 0 and variance 1, and γn is the amplitude of the noise. Note that

492

the maximal value of ET r is 1 because E is normalised to have the maximum 1. We find that the model can

493

still learn an efficient map when γn is 0.3 (Figure 11).

Figure 11: The model is robust to noise even when weakly spatial cells are used, γn = 0.3 in Equation 14. (A) Firing fields, F (recovered by Equation 10), for 80 learned place cells. 80 out of 100 modelled
hippocampal cells learn a place field at different spatial locations. Each block represents the firing field of
a modelled hippocampal cell in a 1m×1m environment. Values in each block are normalised to [0 1]. (B)
Centers of 80 place cells plotted together in the environment. Place cells tile the whole spatial environment.
(C) Box plot of distance to place field for all spatial locations in the spatial environment. The black lines
at the bottom and top indicate the minimum and maximum, and the bottom edge of the blue box, red line
inside the blue box and top edge of the blue box represent 25%, 50% (median) and 75% percentile of the
data while outliers are excluded and represented as red dots. (D) Histogram of nearest distance for place
cells.
494

Though there are places in the environment not covered by place cells, generally the modelled hippocampal
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495

cells learn place fields that efficiently tile the entire environment.

496

Above all, the model is consistent with the experimental evidence that place cells emerge earlier than grid

497

cells during development and a possible explanation is that the neural system can learn a hippocampal

498

map even when the hexagonal spatial field is not well developed, and place cells can maintain their place

499

fields when grid cells are inactivated because weakly spatial cells in the EC can lead to the emergence of a

500

hippocampal place map.

501

Sparse coding can learn hippocampal place cells even though the input cells from the EC are weakly tuned

502

to the spatial environment. Thus, input cells with stronger spatial selectivity can provide more spatial in-

503

formation so that unique place field can be decoded by sparse coding. Barry and Burgess (2007) used a

504

learning model to learn place cells from responses of boundary vector cells that are selective to boundaries

505

of the environment at particular angles and distances. Their result can be regarded as a special case of the

506

results presented in this paper, where boundary vector cells are simply entorhinal input cells with stronger

507

tuning of the spatial environment.

508

These weakly spatial cells can arise from any form of sensory inputs, such as visual input and auditory

509

input, that encode spatial information. For example, the visual input at different locations of the environment

510

actually carries information about spatial locations and consequently the afferent visual information to the

511

EC can lead to weakly spatial cells. Moreover, the principle of sparse coding can cause EC cells to generate

512

a hippocampal place map. The conjecture proposed here can explain a recent experimental study that shows

513

that place cell firings mainly reflect visual inputs (Chen et al., 2019) and another experimental study that

514

suggests homing abilities of mice even in darkness may not need accurate grid cell firing (Chen et al., 2016).

515

The effect of environmental geometry on hippocampal cells may come from distorted en-

516

torhinal input

517

O’Keefe and Burgess (1996) found that place fields will be stretched following the environmental distor-

518

tions. Later, Barry et al. (2007) found the same phenomenon for gird cells, namely that grid cells will be

519

stretched along the distorted axis. Given the anatomical connection from the EC to hippocampus, it is nat-

520

ural to ask whether stretched place fields caused by the environment manipulation originate from stretched
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521

gird cells caused by the environment geometry. Our model shows that when grid fields are stretched along

522

one axis of the environment, place fields will be stretched along that direction as well.

523

After the model is learned using 600 realistic grid cells as the entorhinal input to the hippocampus (Fig-

524

ure 8A), the entorhinal-hippocampal connection (A) is kept fixed. Then the spatial environment is changed

525

to 2m × 1m; i.e., the environment is re-scaled along x-axis. In addition, gird fields are also stretched by

526

a factor of 2 along x-axis. Next, we recover the firing fields of modelled hippocampal cells (described

527

in Materials and Methods) with fixed connection and stretched grid cells. Figure 12 shows that modelled

528

hippocampal cells are still selective to one location of the environment but their firing fields are stretched

529

compared with the original place fields (left plot of Figure 8A).

Figure 12: Firing fields of modelled hippocampal cells with distorted grid cells. Firing fields, F (recovered by Equation 10), for all 100 modelled hippocampal cells after the grid fields are stretched by a factor
of 2 along the x-axis. Each block represents the firing field of a modelled hippocampal cell in a 2m × 1m
environment. Values in each block are normalised to [0 1].

530

As grid cells are anchored to external landmarks (Hafting et al., 2005), grid fields are re-scaled by envi-

531

ronmental changes (Barry et al., 2007). Our model suggests that the effect of environmental geometry on

532

place cells may come from grid cells distorted by the environment manipulation. However, this does not

533

rule out the possibility that the spatial selectivity of other entorhinal input to place cells is also altered by
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534

the environment, which causes the changes of place fields. If there is experimental data about the effect of

535

environment geometry on other EC neurons that project to the hippocampus in the future, our model can be

536

used to further explain what causes the change of hippocampal place fields.

537

Navigation trajectory vs. random location

538

As described in Materials and Methods, the model is trained using random spatial locations uniformly

539

sampled from the entire environment, so the spatial input to the model can uniformly cover the entire envi-

540

ronment very quickly after some iterations. However, for a real navigation trajectory of a rat running freely

541

in an environment, the route is continuous and there are spatial locations the rat has never been to. In this

542

section, we used the same model as the one displayed in Figure 8A that has 600 realistic modelled grid cells

543

as the entorhinal input to the model and 100 modelled hippocampal cells. Instead, the random spatial input

544

to the model is replaced by a simulated running trajectory of a virtual rat. The trajectory is generated by

545

a smoothed random walk using the method from D’Albis and Kempter (2017) with mean speed 0.25m/s

546

and 20Hz of sampling positions. A simulated running trajectory of 3600 seconds is used to train the model.

547

After learning, another simulated running trajectory of 1200 seconds is used to recover the firing fields of

548

modelled hippocampal cells using the same method described in Equation 10.

549

Figure 13 shows the firing fields of 100 modelled hippocampal cells using the same realistic grid cells

550

as Figure 8A but simulated running trajectory for training. Compared with Figure 8, firing fields trained

551

and recovered by running trajectories are less circular due to non-uniform spatial locations used to train

552

and recover the firing fields. Though the running trajectory of 3600s contains 72,000 spatial locations

553

(much more than 20,000 spatial locations that are uniformly sampled to train the model in Figure 8), not

554

all modelled hippocampal cells learn a place field. Positions along the running trajectory are continuous

555

and are not sampled according to a uniform distribution, so the model has more data at some positions than

556

others, causing the model to learn less place cells with less circular firing fields.
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Figure 13: Firing fields of modelled hippocampal cells trained and recovered using simulated running
trajectories. Firing fields, F (recovered by Equation 10), for all 100 modelled hippocampal cells. 4 out of
100 modelled hippocampal do not have an obvious firing field, while the other 96 modelled hippocampal
cells learn place-like cells with one dominant firing location. Each block represents the firing field of a
modelled hippocampal cell in a 1m×1m environment. Values in each block are normalised to [0 1].
557

Discussion

558

Summary

559

In this paper, we applied sparse coding with non-negative constraints to a hierarchical model of entorhinal-

560

hippocampal network. Our results show that sparse coding can learn an efficient hippocampal place map

561

that represents the entire environment when grid cells are diverse in grid spacing, orientation and phase.

562

However, lack of diversity in grid cells or fewer modelled hippocampal cells leads to the emergence of cells

563

with multiple firing locations, like those cells found in the dentate gyrus. In addition, weakly spatial cells in

564

the EC are sufficient for sparse coding to learn hippocampal place cells.
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565

Comparison with other learning models

566

Our work differs significantly from previous studies on learning place cells from grid cell input (Rolls et al.,

567

2006; Franzius et al., 2007b; Monaco and Abbott, 2011; Neher et al., 2017). Most importantly, our model

568

investigates different types of entorhinal input: grid cells and weakly spatial cells. Also, among these learn-

569

ing models, we systematically investigate the influence of the diversity in grid cells using knowledge of grid

570

modules (Stensola et al., 2012) upon the formation for hippocampal cells. Moreover, we demonstrate that

571

learned hippocampal place cells can represent the entire spatial environment efficiently using a hexagonal

572

lattice, consistent with a recent work in the conceptual state spaces (Mok and Love, 2019). Furthermore, the

573

same model can produce cells with one firing location, multiple firing locations and large place field size,

574

which can account for the emergence of a range of different observed hippocampal cell types. In addition,

575

we demonstrate that weakly spatial cells in the EC can also provide sufficient spatial information for the

576

emergence of the hippocampal place map after learning and the model is very robust to noise. Most impor-

577

tantly, all the results presented in this paper are generated by the same model, namely sparse coding with a

578

non-negative constraint.

579

Though the principle of independent component analysis used by Franzius et al. (2007a,b) to learn place cells

580

from grid cells is similar to the principle of sparse coding used here, the place cell examples in their paper are

581

mostly near the boundary of the environment. However, our model can learn place cells at different places of

582

the entire environment, generate a hippocampal place map that tiles the entire environment efficiently, and

583

automatically provide the needed inhibition by the dynamics of sparse coding. One possible reason is that

584

place cells in a population are not necessarily independent because nearby cells do overlap, so independent

585

component analysis might put a too strong assumption. Also, the non-negativity introduced in this paper

586

makes the model more similar to the real neural system, which might help the model uncover important

587

biological properties.

588

Properties of grid cells that are necessary for the emergence of place cells

589

Our model shows that the principle of sparse coding can learn an efficient place map using input from the

590

EC, grid cells or weakly spatial cells. Though the model can learn place cells when only weakly spatial cells

591

are used, it does not imply that grid cells are not necessary for the formation of place cells. Fiete et al. (2008)
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592

proposed that grid cells with different spacings and phases altogether form a residual system that efficiently

593

encodes the spatial location. In addition, the triangular lattice of the grid pattern is known to be the solution

594

to the optimal circle packing problem (Thue, 1892) and the geometric scale of grid spacings can represent the

595

spatial environment efficiently (Wei et al., 2015). Our results are consistent with the concept that grid cells

596

provide efficient information that can be retrieved to form a hippocampal place map. In our results, when

597

600 more realistic grid cells are used as the entorhinal input to hippocampal place cells, the ratio between the

598

average of square of grid cell responses and the average of square of place cell responses is 0.31. However,

599

this ratio becomes 0.84 when 600 weakly spatial cells are used as the entorhinal input, suggesting that grid

600

cells are much more efficient for providing spatial information to the hippocampus. Another important

601

property of grid cells that might be necessary for the emergence of place cells is the temporal property -

602

phase precession. The experimental study conducted by Schlesiger et al. (2015) suggests that the MEC

603

input to the hippocampus is necessary for the temporal property of hippocampal place cells. Therefore,

604

though weakly spatial cells can provide sufficient spatial information to learn an efficient place map, grid

605

cells that have phase precession might be required to account for the phase precession of hippocampal place

606

cells. This is left for the future work.

607

Non-grid cells in the entorhinal cortex

608

Though grid cells in the MEC have structured firing fields that lie on a hexagonal lattice, they only account

609

for less than 1/3 of MEC cells and nearly 2/3 of MEC cells have spatial selectivity without well-characterised

610

firing fields (Diehl et al., 2017). In the LEC, cells also display weak spatial specificity and convey nonspatial

611

information (Hargreaves et al., 2005; Yoganarasimha et al., 2011). Our model explains how these upstream

612

non-grid cells that contain weak spatial information can be used to form a hippocampal place map, which

613

is consistent with increasingly more experimental evidence that suggests grid cells are not required to form

614

the spatial firing field of place cells (Langston et al., 2010; Wills et al., 2010; Koenig et al., 2011; Brandon

615

et al., 2014; Hales et al., 2014; Schlesiger et al., 2015).

616

Also, more recent studies have been investigating the effect of sensory input such as visual input on the firing

617

of place cells. Chen and colleagues find that visual input largely determines place cells firing (Chen et al.,

618

2013, 2016, 2019). In addition, a recent study shows that some neurons in V1 display location-specific firing
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619

(Haggerty and Ji, 2015). Therefore, we conjecture that neurons that respond to external stimuli in a spatial

620

environment must contain spatial selectivity in any form and all these neurons contribute to the formation of

621

a cognitive map. Entorhinal cortex, the gateway between the hippocampus and the neocortex of the brain,

622

provides abundant information for the hippocampus and plays a crucial role here. Our results show that the

623

principle of sparse coding can be one underlying principle that efficiently retrieves spatial information from

624

the upstream. Furthermore, the efficient hexagonal pattern of the learned place map (Figures 3B, 8A, 9B

625

and 10C) is consistent with the hexagonal clusters in a recent work in conceptual state spaces (Mok and

626

Love, 2019), suggesting that the principle of sparse coding can be used to explain more functions of the

627

hippocampus.

628

Non-negativity

629

In recent computational studies of the navigational system of the brain, the concept of non-negativity is used

630

several times. Dordek et al. (2016) applied non-negative principal component analysis to extract grid cells

631

from place cell responses and the introduction of non-negativity pushes the model to converge to a hexagonal

632

lattice from a square lattice when there is no non-negativity. D’Albis and Kempter (2017) build a single-cell

633

spiking model for the grid cell and the non-linearity brought by the non-negative weights is sufficient for the

634

emergence of a hexagonal lattice. Similarly, Sorscher et al. (2019) build a theory for the emergence of grid

635

cells and the non-negativity constraint on the firing rates brings a symmetry-breaking effect that leads to the

636

hexagonal firing fields. Unlike these studies that impose non-negativity into the model of grid cells, we use

637

non-negative sparse coding to learn the hippocampal place cells. Non-negativity is introduced to account for

638

some biological aspects such as non-negative firing rates and excitatory connection between cortical areas.

639

In the original paper of non-negative sparse coding (Hoyer, 2003), the model learns Gabor-like V1 simple

640

cells when trained on natural images; in other words, the non-negativity introduced is to account for the

641

biological aspects and it is the principle of sparse coding that enables the model to learn V1 simple cells.

642

The non-negative sparse coding used in this paper demonstrates that the principle of sparse coding can be

643

used in the navigational system of the brain even when non-negativity constraints are incorporated. For

644

our model, the non-negativity on neuronal responses is required to have a meaningful firing fields for the

645

modelled hippocampal cells. However, when the non-negativity constraint on the connection A is removed,
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646

the modelled hippocampal cells still learn place fields that are similar to results demonstrated in this paper.

647

Also, it is important to note that the non-negativity constraint on the entorhinal-hippocampal connection A

648

does not prohibited the role of inhibition in the model. Instead, inhibition in the sparse coding model is vital

649

to provide the competition needed to achieve the sparseness of the model. However, a very detailed model

650

of how sparse coding can be implemented is still not very clear, which is discussed in the next section.

651

Underlying neural circuits

652

Our study examines the extent to which sparse coding is as an underlying principle in the navigational sys-

653

tem of the brain. However, the current model implies no specific neural circuits for the implementation of

654

sparse coding, rather it is one of the principles that underlies the formation of the neural circuits. Neurophys-

655

iological and anatomical studies suggest that the EC and the hippocampus interact via a loop (Tamamaki

656

and Nojyo, 1995; Tamamaki, 1997; Witter et al., 2014). Therefore, feedforward connections from the EC to

657

the hippocampus, recurrent connections within the hippocampus, and feedback connections from the hip-

658

pocampus to the EC all play an important role, though their specific contributions to the overall function of

659

the network have not been fully uncovered yet. Rennó-Costa and Tort (2017) and Agmon and Burak (2020)

660

investigated the coupling relationship between MEC grid cells and hippocampal place cells and showed that

661

the proposed models can account for some experimental observations. However, how the underlying neural

662

circuits can be implemented is still unclear. The proposed model based on sparse coding in this study does

663

not rule out any of the network structures mentioned above, as sparse coding can be implemented in neural

664

circuits either in a feedforward network with recurrent connections (Zylberberg et al., 2011) or a network

665

with feedforward-feedback loops (Lian et al., 2019).

666

Future work

667

The current study does not propose a specific biological neural circuit for implementing sparse coding in the

668

entorhinal-hippocampal region, which is the study of ongoing work. Such a model of these neural circuits

669

would need to take into account the experimentally known networks in this area. Also, other properties of

670

place cells such as phase precession (O’Keefe and Recce, 1993), multiple place fields in large environments

671

(Park et al., 2011) and place map in 3D environments (Grieves et al., 2020) will be investigated in the
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672

future. In addition, the model here used prefixed grid cells. We did not attempt here to provide a description

673

for how grid cells emerge, but rather the grid cells are assumed to provide an efficient representation of

674

the environment. It would be interesting to also investigate the role of sparse coding in how grid cells

675

themselves emerge. It is hoped that such future work, which incorporates these aspects of the development

676

process of both grid cells and place cells, will provide further insights into how the navigational system of

677

the brain works. Sparse coding represents just one of a number of possible mechanisms that shape network

678

structures, and much remains to be explored to incorporate other mechanisms, such as those associated with

679

the complexities of metabotropic receptor effects, as discussed by Hasselmo et al. (2020).

680
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